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DIRECTOR’S NOTE

I didn’t anticipate this—an entire calendar year spent working from home. But we made it
through. We didn’t just survive. TNC thrived during 2021. As you can see from this issue of
“Afield,” we accomplished great things this year.
As I look through these stories, I was struck by one theme—resilience. So much of our work at the Conservancy is about
resilience—making nature more resilient to disturbances like floods or fire or drought.
This year I’m also talking about human resilience. COVID-19 is a disturbance unlike any experienced in most of our
lifetimes. Who could have predicted that we would spend almost two years working out of our homes and living on Zoom?
But we did. And our employees showed just how tenacious and resilient they are. They didn’t just sit still and wait for this to
pass. They found ways to do their jobs—workarounds that resulted in amazing success.
Members like you were crucial to our 2021 story. Your support allowed us to do so many wonderful things for North Carolina
nature. As you read this newsletter, please put yourself into the stories. You belong there, because without you they wouldn’t
have happened.
Let’s hope that 2022 brings more success. Wishing you a holiday season filled with joy and light.
Best,

Katherine Skinner
Yellow rumped warbler shaking off an icy North Carolina day © SUJATA ROY
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DISCOVER
Making Solar Energy
More Nature-Friendly
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Not many of us are pleased when we see rabbit
poop. But Liz Kalies is. “Look at that poop!” she
exclaims in the way that a birder might greet a
sighting that adds to their life list. Kalies, North
Carolina’s Science Director, is positively ecstatic
to see rabbit poop. That’s because she is inside
the fence at a solar facility where she is
conducting research about how the facility
affects wildlife. The poop is on the
inside of the fence. It shows that
the wildlife permeable fence
she recommended to the
developer is working—
rabbits and other animals
are traversing the facility,
their lives uninterrupted by
the solar farm.
“I was out here in a hardhat when this
facility was under construction,” she says.
“I was here from the beginning.” The solar
developer Pine Gate Renewables is one of several
companies Kalies worked with as she conducted research on
North Carolina’s burgeoning solar industry. The facility is in
Willow Springs, which straddles the Wake and Johnston
County lines in a rapidly growing part of the state. The area
was once farmland. It is now dotted by new housing
developments. Solar facilities are one solution to providing
clean power for a growing North Carolina. But Kalies and the
Conservancy want those farms to come with as little
environmental baggage as possible. Her work is funded by the
Duke Energy Foundation. She has worked closely with the
NC Wildlife Resources Commission and the US Fish and

Wildlife Services on the project. The results will be shared
with solar developers, including Duke Energy, to help them
site their facilities in a way that benefits people and nature.
The fence surrounding the facility has larger holes at the
bottom than standard chain link fencing, which lets small
animals come and go. “We’ve found the fence to be insanely
successful,” Kalies says. The initial cost is on par with chain
link, although the permeable fence may have a shorter life
span, which is why other developers are experimenting
with using chain link but raising the fence off the
ground by several inches.
The farms also offer pollinator
potential. You can’t see this facility
from the road because it is
surrounded by plants, dotted with
tall sunflowers. “Sunflowers
everywhere,” Kalies stresses.
Inside the fence, though, the
developer has encountered a common
problem with autumn vegetation. It
grows tall. So tall, that it would shade the
panels and the developer has had to cut it
back. “It really doesn’t matter if the flowers are
inside the fence or outside,” Kalies explains. “They’re here.”
And in one corner of the facility, inside the fence, Kalies finds
the motherlode: a monarch butterfly perched on a flower.
Kalies says the pollinator work is still very much in its infancy
in the Southeast. “We don’t have an industry in place to
produce native seed. Take Minnesota, for instance, they have
been doing prairie restoration for a long time. They have
Farm Bill money to do that. As a result, they have lots of
contractors. We are starting from scratch.”
Grass is important. At one of the research sites, the developer

Left: Liz Kalies conducting research at a solar facility. © GABRIELA GARRISON; Above: Monarch butterfly on Firewheel or Indian Blanket (Gaillardia
pulchella) at the Pine Gate Renewables Solar Facility. © DEBBIE CRANE

thought they had conquered that issue by planting clover.
When it was young the clover bloomed and there were lots of
pollinators buzzing about. “But clover requires constant
mowing. Over time, it disappeared,” Kalies says. “That’s a
lesson learned.”
“The paradigm shift we want to see is seeding with native
grasses and flowers,” says Kalies. “That’s for ecosystem
services. We do that for more carbon storage and better
erosion control.” Turf grass, the easily available seed that is
ubiquitous to green lawns, has a shallow root base below
ground, limiting its potential for carbon storage and erosion
control. Native grass roots go much deeper. Solving the
supply issue is still something to be overcome, although
Kalies is hopeful that as more developers, and even private
property owners, try to attract pollinators, the market will
catch up.
As this phase of research is concluding, Kalies is writing a
paper that will be shared with all solar developers to help
them make more environmentally friendly decisions on
siting and managing their farms. But there are questions that
she wants to see answered in the future as solar development
continues to grow. That includes helping bigger animals
navigate the landscape. “This fencing is only going to let small
animals through,” she says. “But what about deer, black bear,
or elk?” One solution is to provide unfenced wildlife
passageways through solar facilities so that large animals can
navigate through. The Conservancy has mapped resilient
connected networks across the country, showing where large
unbroken areas of land exist that allow for wildlife
movement. Using those maps as a tool could help developers
site and design future facilities that provide clean energy but
allow large animals to thrive.
Next summer, Kalies will welcome a postdoctoral researcher
who will help to answer this and other outstanding questions.
“We want to make sure that we provide solar developers with
the tools they need to make the right decisions,” Kalies says.
“Clean energy can be a win-win.”
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DON’T MISS OUT ON
MAKING THE MOST OF
YOUR GIVING IN 2021.

Supporters rarely make philanthropic donations with tax incentives
foremost on their minds. Still, why not be strategic as well as generous
with your charitable contributions?
• Make a gift of appreciated assets, like stock
• 70 1/2 or older? Donate from your IRA up to $100,000
• Don’t forget some charitable opportunities from the CARES Act expire Dec. 31
QUESTIONS? We can help. Contact Nelda Siemion at
(919) 246-5189 or nelda.siemion@tnc.org.
For more smart charitable giving strategies, watch this short webinar:
vimeo.com/632995394
TNC cannot provide tax or legal advice, and this information is not intended as such. Because of the complexity of financial
and estate planning, it is important that you confer with a qualified advisor to assess the financial, legal, and tax benefits
for your personal situation.
Common tern chicks rushing to meet their parent when arriving with fish in
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